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Aluminum frame & steps, Stainless Steel hardware.  

Seawall or Dock Boarding Steps 

Dock mounting  
 brackets come standard 

Optional 
Back    
Legs 

  PMI’s Premium Adjustable Depth Dock Steps 
Can be bolted to the dock or free standing with optional back legs 

36” wide, 10” deep steps with flow-thru non-skid tread that prevents algae 
build up on steps.  No sharp edges to hurt feet: one handrail standard with 
each set of steps.  Mount to a dock or sea wall or purchase optional rear legs 
for free standing application.  350 lb. capacity    

   MD-3 3 Step adjusts 21” to 29”  $725* 
   MD-4 4 Step adjusts 28” to 36”  $850* 
   MD-5 5 Step adjusts 35” to 43”  $975* 
   MD-6 6 Step adjusts 42” to 50”  $1100* 
 * Mounted to Dock, for free standing add back leg kit. 

Extra Handrail (one is standard)  $120 3 step 

Extra Handrail (one is standard)   $130 4 step 

Extra Handrail (one is Standard)  $140 5 step 

Extra Handrail (one is standard)  $150 6 step 
3 Step Back Legs for free standing use  $60 3 step 

4-6 Step Back Legs for free standing use   $155 4-6 step  
   Back legs with 4-6 steps include a back X brace for extra strength. 

Flow-thru tread helps  
prevent algae build up. 

Steps are 35” wide x 11” deep with a 350 lb. capacity per step.  
Steps are 7” apart and embossed non-skid aluminum impervious to water.  

21” top step  SW-3 Three Step w/handrail  $365 

28” top step  SW-4 Four Step w/handrail    $465 

35” top step  SW-5 Five Step w/handrail     $565            
42” top step  SW-6 Six Step  w/handrail      $665 
       *Extra Handrail is available for $70                 

One handrail standard.    
Additional handrail $65 

Non-skid tread 

Water shoes are generally recommended with the Sea Wall steps. There can be sharp edges.   

Don’t let a rocky shoreline prevent you from getting into the water.  Position steps against a dock 
or sea-wall and step into the water.  Easier for pets and seniors than trying to climb a ladder.  

PMI’s Articulating Dock & Seawall Steps  
36” wide articulating steps come standard with two handrails.  Made from 100% aluminum 
will not rust.  Articulating steps adjust by moving in and out, the taller the step goes the 
higher the spacing is between steps.  Mounts to the dock or seawall with an aluminum L 
piece of aluminum.  Has foot pads to prevent steps from sinking into the sand or muck.  
Front legs can adjust as well for a fully customizable dock step.   

Five Step (ART-5), articulates 24” to 48” in height   $750 
Seven Step (ART-7), articulates 32” to 66” in height  $950  
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4 Step (ADLA4W) $250                                                                 
Extends 51” below the dock. 

5 Step (ADLA5W) $275                                                                     
Extends 63” below the dock. 

Heavy Duty Straight Dock Ladders, Welded Aluminum Frame   

2” round welded dock ladders. Large handrails help 
swimmers to pull themselves from the water.                  
4” deep x 19” wide embossed non-skid steps.   

Large steps allow for comfortable 
climbing, no more trying to climb small 
steps meant for kids that hurt your feet.  
Steps are welded on the Straight Dock 
ladders offering superior strength for a 
ladder that adults can actually climb.   4 step 

shown  

Rated to 
500 lb. 
capacity 
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 Mounts w/ LAKs 
  Ladder Attachment Kits            
standard with new ladders. 

 

 

Economy Folding & Telescoping Stainless Steel 5 Step Ladder  $239                                                            
1¼” round tube frame.  Folds to 10” deep (out of the way on pontoons).  

Five telescoping steps, extends deep into the water (44”), and steps are 12” wide.    

 Large 16” wide x 5½” deep steps.  Easy on bare feet.  
           Reinforced top for strength, 400 lb.  capacity. 

Reinforced top frame               
supports all swimmers.   

  FIXED FRAME PONTOON/DOCK LADDERS           
1” fluted square aluminum tube with satin finish anodized frame. Large, wide steps.  

3 Step (AL-A3) $145 
Extends 36” below the deck.  

Ideal for shallow water.  

4 Step (AL-A4) $170  
     Extends 46” below the deck. 

5 Step (AL-A5) $195  
     Extends 56” below the deck  

    44” 

Heavy Duty permanent 
mount installs almost 
anywhere.  

                             Galvanized steel  

Backer Plates  
included in kit 

Optional (extra) attachment kits for Dock/Pontoon Ladders  

Heavy Duty Ladder Kit $24.95        
For commercial use or when LAKs won’t work. 

Ladder Attachment Kit $10 
Buy an extra kit for use on the dock and pontoon. 

Ladder goes out at an 
angle. Easier to climb.  

3 Step 
Shown  

This ladder is standard equipment on several brands of new pontoon boats.  Use it to replace old damaged 
aluminum ladders or on a dock or swim float where you want a strong ladder that folds out of the water.  

Rated to 
250 lb 
capacity. 

Heavy Duty Folding & Telescoping Stainless Steel 4 Step Ladder  $309                                                         
1½” round tube frame, folds out of the way on pontoons.   Four large telescoping steps,  
extends deep into the water (48”), and steps are 13½” wide.  This is the same ladder used  
on new pontoon boats.  Use on your pontoon or on your dock.  Rated to 400lb Capacity. 
  

Ladder Storage Clips $9.95 
Mounts to fence rail, allows for easy storage 

Ideal for Stern Entry Ladder 
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Pontoon 5 Step Under-Deck Ladder (AL-UDL5) $259 
Five step Under-Deck ladder extends 59” below the deck. Rated to 300 lbs.        

Conveniently stows under the pontoon deck when not in use.  When deployed it 
pulls out at an angle for easy climbing.  Bolts to the cross members under the deck. 
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MODULAR FLOATING DOCK by Wave Armor   

Foam Filled, Virtually Indestructible, with Practically No Maintenance. 

With floating dock, stability is the most important factor.  If you can’t walk on the dock without it feeling  wobbly, nothing else matters.  
Wave Armors Dock is 5’ wide with suction pockets molded in to the bottom of the float.  Simply put Wave Armor dock is the most stable 
floating dock available today.  It sits low in the water (16”) for stability and it’s foam filled so no matter what happens, it still floats.  With 

endless connection kits and accessories available Wave Armor dock has endless possibilities.  Build your dream dock online at, 

www.WaveArmor.com 

drawing created online with their dock builder 

Suction pockets allow Wave Armor 
dock to suck down to the water 
creating unmatched stability. 

Foamed and steamed float core, air filled top deck 
allows the top dock to stay cool while the bottom 
has unmatched durability, 10 year warranty. 

Wave Armor Dock has a flagstone  
textured finish for low maintenance waterfront living 

Wave Armor Dock Accessories 
5’ Dock Bench $650 

Indestructible & Comfortable 

Garbage Can / Cooler $365 

Small Flower Pot $56 

Adds a touch of class and color to your dock. 

Large Planter $189 

Kayak Rack $465 Solar Lights $125 

Hex Pole Cover $65 

Hides dock poles, Hex covers accept 
solar light on top to illuminate the dock. 

Round Pole Cover $65 Aluminum Dock Cleat $99 

Kit of two, mounts direct to 
Wave Armor dock, 10” wide. 

Snap in Plugs $38 

Fills oval mounting 
channels, kit of 20.   

Flag Pole  
Sleeve $85 

Mounts in post 
attachment kit or 
half round piece. 

Buoyancy Booster $425 

Kit of two, adds additional floatation 
to the dock when attaching ramps, 

gangways or benches. 

Wave Armor Dock Bumpers 

Slim Horizontal $135 Horizontal $113 

Small Vertical $113 

Vertical Slim $145 

Med Vertical $149 

Large Vertical $169 

Low Profile Buoyancy Booster $175 

Adds additional floatation to the 
dock, in shallow water applications.  

Adds 350 lbs. of floatation   

T-Plate Connector $138 

(Kit of 2) 12” T-Plates for mounting 
accessories to the side of dock.  

Bench Attachment Kit  $265 

Allows you to mount the 5’ Dock bench off the 
side of the dock so you don’t lose dock space.   



Wave Armor’s Completely Modular Floating Dock System 

Wave Armor Bridge Dock Sections 

60” x  120” Bridge 
$2250 

60”x 60” Bridge 
$535 

60”x 30” Bridge 
$360 

60”W x 120” L 
$2189 

3,000 lb. capacity 

40”W x 120” L 
$1600 

2,000 lb. capacity 

60”W x 60” L 
$1200 

1,600 lb. capacity 

60”W x 30” L 
$785 

600 lb. capacity 

Foam filled bottom core with  
open air top deck to keep it cool. 

Virtually unsinkable; 10 year warranty 

Available Wave Armor Dock Sections 

60” Half Round 
$1125 

1000 lb. capacity 

Dock Ramps for Wave Armor Dock 

7’ Ramp 
$1150 

12’8” Ramp 
$1750 

Ramp Abutment Kits 

7’ Ramp Abutment Kit 
$530 

60” Quarter CNR 
$975 

60” Large Corner 
$795 

30”  Small 
Corner 

$250  
*Requires 50” H beam 

30° Wedge 
$610 

Corners & Wedge Sections for 60” wide dock 

45° Wedge 
$875 Lower Deck Section 

$575 
5’ wide, 28” deep 

*Requires 50” H beam *Requires 50” H beam 

12’8” Ramp Abutment Kit 
$545 

*Connects Ramp to seawall or wood deck, allowing 
ramp to pivot on both ends. 

*Allows for easy seamless entry onto your dock from the shore, hinged on 
the dock side of the ramp to self adjust when water levels rise and fall. 

Anchoring Kits for Wave Armor Dock 

2” Slim Post Attachment Kit 
$179 (2 per kit) 

302214 

2” Post Attachment Kit 
$285 (2 per kit) 

301608 

HD Top Adjusting Anchor Kit 
$300   301336 

Holds dock in place with chain 
and anchor, has slots to adjust 

chain length. 

Pylon Hoop Attachment Kit 
$415 

Available for 8”, 10”, & 12” Pylons 

For More Information visit WaveArmor.com 

Patented H beam system locks docks  
together, hidden from the surface deck.  
Creates a seamless one piece dock, no  
matter how big your system is.   

Folding Dock Ladder 
$405 

Smart Step Kit 
$525 

Adds a staircase to  
Climb onto your boat. 
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Wave Armor’s SLX Personal Watercraft Docks 
Wave Armor’s SLX is the original completely customizable PWC docking system 

12’8” long (accommodates the biggest PWC’s).  12 rollers with 32 pockets for adjustment 
(fits any machine)  5’ or 6’ wide.  6’ when you want more walk around room to install a  
cover or perform maintenance.  Moors with preformed holes in the float body.  

  Filler Cap Kit  $72 (2 per kit)  
 Fills unwanted mooring hole.  

Open entrance below the water.  
     Smooth “no bump”  
   Loading, protecting your hull. 

         Entry rollers with open V design for easy loading. 
The biggest heaviest machines load and unload with ease.   

Moors with pier pipes into preformed holes in the float 
body.  No extra attachments required.  

SLX-5 12’8” long, 5’ wide, 1500 lb. capacity, weighs 286 lbs. $2100   
One benefit of the 5’ wide SLX is that you can moor two in the common 10’ wide dock well at many marinas.  

SLX-6 12’8” long, 6’ wide, 2000 lb. capacity, weighs 321 lbs. $2199 
The 6’ wide PWC float has an extra 6” space on each side.  More walk around room than the 5’  

Bushing Kit $85  

For 2” pipe (set of 2 per kit)                          

Reduces the size of the hole in the float body. 

Adjustable Side Rollers.                                         
Move them around to create the perfect fit for your PWC. 
    

             Extra Mooring Holes for Rough Water.        
       Use additional pier pipe for a more                           
                     secure installation.   

12 Rollers standard,   
protecting even the   
biggest PWC.   

All Wave Armor Jet Ski Docks are Foam Filled and Virtually Indestructible  8 Year Warranty  

Sport Port  For Smaller PWC’s  $1725 
11’ Long, 4’ 10” Wide, Specifically designed for smaller skis. 
Specifically designed for the modern smaller machines like the Sea-Doo 
Spark, & Yamaha EX series, and Stand Up models.  Only 900 lb. Capacity, 
Sport Port weighs 180 lbs.  700 lb. machine with 200 lb. person tops out the 
capacity.  Not enough floatation for the regular machines or bigger riders 
with smaller machines.    

SLX Filler Caps $72  

Wave Armor SLX & Sport Port Mooring Kits 
2” Square Pipe Sleeve  
$85  

Floating Dock Attach Kit 
$340  

2” Z Bracket Kit $215 

Fills the entire square area, 
leaves a 2½” hole for 2” 
OD pipe.  Will not work on 
Apex sport ports. 

Fills mounting hole so 
you have a seamless 
walking surface.   Knuckle mounts to SLX, galvanized 

C channel mounts to floating dock.   

Z brackets only, still requires  
pipe sleeves and pier pipe.  

Stainless Mooring Chain w/ Clip                    
$40  

Port to Port Kit  $250 

Secures your PWC to the SLX 

Anchor Shock  for SLX $25 

2” Round Pipe Sleeve Kit $85 

Designed specifically for the Sport Port.  
Sport will not accept square bushings. 

Connects two SLX’s or Apex 
Ports together.  Will not work 
with sport port.  

Secures to the D Ring on the bow stop, 
adds shock protection to your ski while 
keeping it securely in place on the SLX. 

SLX Post Extension 
$265 

Moves the pipe mounting hole to 
the outside of the port.   

   For More Information Go To  WAVEARMOR.COM  



 Wave Armor’s Otter Island Swim Raft 

Table and lounges fold flat when you want a big play area.     

Floats 18” off the water;  

Boaters can see it! 

Three step ladder accommodates swimmers up to 350 lbs. 
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Modern ski boats throw 3’ wakes. The clevis 
kit spreads stress between the mooring eyes. 
The bungees help absorb shock.  Utilizes all 
four mounting points on the underside of the 
Wave Armor swim rafts. 

 

 

The underside grips 
the bottom. 

Swim Raft Anchor  $120 

 

10” tall, 26” wide, Eye bolt 
for anchoring, Plastic screw
-on fill cap.   

Foam Filled-Virtually Indestructible. 8’ x 10’, 3000 lb. capacity, weighs 300 lbs.   3 year warranty 

• Fold Down Lounges & Table-when you want a smooth flat deck.    
• Storage Under Seat Backs-keep a sponge or brush for cleaning.  
• 3 Step Aluminum Flip Up Ladder-even heavy swimmers can board easily.  
• Rounded Corners & Non Slip Surface-safe for the youngest swimmers.   
• Molded in Eyelets - for anchoring or pulling in or out of the lake.  

Yellow or Tan Float Base; Blue or Green Table & Lounge Backs 

$2195 

Double Mooring Kit $109 
Included with all 
new Wave Armor 
swim rafts (Otter  
Island & Oasis raft) 

Island Cover $162 

Made from 600 Denier Fabric.  
That is UV and water resistant.  
Protects your raft when not in use. 

Seat Cushions $255 
Seat covers slide over Otter Island seat backs  
for superior comfort.  Made from 100% Olefin 
Material (quick drying, stain and UV resistant) 

Rotationally molded plastic anchor has a 
smooth top to protect feet, underside has 
 claws to grip the lake bed.  Fill with 
  sand to create a 140 lb. anchor.  
        Has eyelet on top for     
         connecting rope or chain.  

Available in Tan or Yellow 

90”w x105”l x12”h 

Wave Armor’s Oasis Swim Raft 

Folding Aluminum Ladder is Standard on all Wave Armor swim rafts 

                      For More Information Go To  WAVEARMOR.COM  

The Oasis Swim Raft by Wave Armor, A simple swim float 
that the kids can climb and jump off of.  Also great at keeping 
boaters away from the swim area, keeping everyone safe.  
Same foam filled design of the Otter Island with out the seat 
backs and table, designed to last a lifetime.  Sits lower in      
water, only 12” tall.  Same rugged construction that made the 
Otter Island such an iconic swim raft.   
*Mooring Kit Standard 

This summer, escape to an Otter Island Swim Raft! The swim raft is the perfect summer-long vacation for the kids, grandkids or adults! This 
deluxe polyethylene swim raft includes ideal features such as backrests, a pop-up table and a pontoon style bottom for ultimate stability!  

$1650 



PRO SERIES JET SKI DOCKS for the largest PWC’s  

PRO Max 6  $2599     
For large-heavy performance skis or small boats  6’ 
wide, 14’ long, 2100 lb. capacity.  Has 10 larger body 
rollers up front, 4 softer rollers in entrance that act as 
bumpers, and padded bow stop.   
Must use PRO kits not SLX kits. 
 

PRO Max 5   $2499      
4’10” wide, 14’ long, 1700 lb. capacity.  Has 10 larger 
body rollers up front, 4 softer rollers in the entrance that 
act as bumpers, also includes a padded bow stop.  

The all new PRO series Jet Ski Docks take the industry leading Wave Armor drive on jet ski docks to the next level.  The 
newest design includes wide body red wheels to support any ski, and 4 softer blue bumper rollers for the entry to protect 
your jet ski from accidental damage.  Uses the new PRO series mooring kits for even more mounting options.   

PRO-Inline Dock $5199  
Pro Inline port is perfect for rental operators or those with multiple 
PWC’s and narrow lake fronts. Comes standard with three sections 
but can be expanded with extra mid sections.  
27’ long, 4’10” wide    
 

*Extra Mid-Section $1999 
Adds 10’6” to the length 

Pro-6 $2399   
The Wave Armor Pro-6 is an improvement on the popular SLX design.  It is 2” shorter at 
12’6” long, still 6’ wide, with a 1800 lb. capacity compared with the 2000 lb. capacity of 
the SLX.  Designed to work with the new PRO series connection kits (SLX mounting 
kits will not work on these) has eight 2½” wide red main body rollers, and four  
3½” softer blue rollers that act as bumpers when driving your ski on to the dock,  
protecting your gel coat.  Comes standard with a stainless steel chain and  
clip for securing your PWC. 
 

Pro-5  $2299    
Same as the PRO-6 dock except 4’10” wide. Allows you to  
fit two units side by side in a 10’ Wide dock slip.   
12’6” long, 4’10” wide, 1500 lb. capacity. 
 

PRO Wide Body $2499   
Pro wide body port is the same proven design of the PRO-5&6, it is designed  
to get you a little additional walk around room. 6’8” wide 12’6” long, 2000 lb. capacity 

PRO Series Jet Ski Docks by Wave Armor 

PRO MAXX Series Jet Ski Docks by Wave Armor 

ProTect’R Canopy System for PRO PWC Ports 

Protection from the elements is here.  The ProTect’R 
canopy system is designed to keep your pwc’s protected 
from the elements.  Made with four adjustable aluminum 
struts mounted to four mounting brackets.  Rugged  
rotationally molded trusses and topped with a UV  
resistant marine grade canvas to fend off sun, rain, and 
debris.  Middle zippers allow for easy entry. 
 

ProTect’R for two PRO-5’s  $5,500 
13’ long, 10’ wide    SKU 302631 
 

ProTect’R for two PRO Maxx 5’s  $6,000 
15’ long, 10’ wide    SKU 302661 

   For More Information Go To  WAVEARMOR.COM  
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Available PWC Dock Models from Wave Armor 
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     Sport     SLX-5/6     PRO-5/6     PRO Wide     MAXX-5/6     PRO Inline 

Wave Amor has the largest line of PWC docks on the market.  
With such versatility you are certain to find a model that will 
fit all your needs.  For an in depth comparison visit  

Wave Armor online at  www.WaveArmor.com 

PRO Kayak Launch System $2100  
Easily launch any kayak with true  stability.  Attaches to Wave Armor dock, along with 
all other brands of dock, can also be free standing, uses PRO pwc connection parts & kits. 

PRO Kayak Rack $465 

Free Standing Kayak 
rack that will also 
mount to the PRO 
series kayak launch 
system.  Will hold 
three kayaks or  
paddle boards. 

PRO Kayak Launch 
comes standard with  
one set of rails, you  
can add an additional  
set to the opposite side  
as well with this kit.   

PRO Kayak Extra Rail Kit $400  

Wave Armor PRO Series Kayak System 

PRO Port to Port Kit $250 

PRO PWC Series Accessories and Mounting Kits 

PRO Bolt In  
Filler Cap Kit $72 

PRO Front to Wave 
Armor Dock Kit $194 

PRO Front to Floating 
Dock Kit $239  

PRO Side or Front  
Extension $875 

PRO Side Floating  
Dock Kit $320 

PRO Side to Wave 
Armor Dock Kit $195 

PRO Corner Extension 
Deck Kit $395  

You can use the corner extension kit in the front to    
extend the walking platform all the way around the PRO 
series ports.  Giving you unmatched walking deck area.   

2” PRO Square 
Bushing Kit $85  

3” PRO Square 
Bushing Kit $85  

PRO Front Post         
Attachment Kit  
2” Pipe Kit $195  
3” Pipe Kit  $195  

PRO Buoyancy Booster $165 PRO Inline Side 
Pipe Attachment Kit  
2” Pipe Kit  $275 

3” Pipe Kit  $285 

PRO Side Filler Cap 
Kit (4 per kit)  $40 

Ties two PRO PWC docks together 

Wave Armor Dock Benches 

4’ Dock Bench $535 

5’ Dock Bench $650 

6’ Dock Bench $700  
 

Dock Bench is 37” tall, 27” deep.  
High strength roto-molded plastic,  
virtually indestructible.   
Bench Attachment Kit $265 
Attaches 5’ Bench off the side of 
Wave Armor Dock. 

Bench Storage box 
bolts to the back of 
wave armor dock 
bench.  
48”x15”x15” 

2-Piece Kayak Paddle $60  

Two pieces kayak paddle with  
aluminum shaft.  Two piece design 
can be straight or  ¼ turned. 

Bench Storage Box $375  

Adds additional flotation to the rear of the Port, 
decreasing the rearward pitch for heavier pwc’s.  
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“Drive-on Drive-off” BOAT DOCKS  
Extreme Series Floating Boat Dock by Wave Armor 

The Extreme Boat Port is a self-leveling floating port distributes the vessel weight over the full span.  Features 
adjustable bunks and a shock absorbing roller system to provide unmatched docking performance. Additional 
loading support is provided by the entrance rollers to ensure comfortable docking. With a highly customizable 
bunk design, this boat port accommodates a wide range of boats from 16’ to 32’ long and up to 10,000 lbs. of 
weight capacity.  More buoyancy may be added, up to 1200 lbs., to support heavier motors.  Comes standard with 
an in-line roller bunk in the rear to match up with any keel design and keep your motor out of the water when  
tilted up.  8 year manufacturers warranty. 

X16 2-Piece System (10’ Wide, 16’ Long)   $8,850       
X24 3-Piece System (10’ Wide, 24’ Long)  $12,250 
X32 4-Piece System (10’ Wide, 32’ Long) $16,200 

  Power Launch System for Extreme $3,500 
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Side Post  
Attach Kit  
$390 

PRO Pontoon Port $11,500 

Available Attachment Kits 

Available Attachment Kits for Extreme Boat Port 

Side Post Attach Kit 

      $390 
2” pipe 301859 
3” pipe 301945 

Wave Dock Attach Floating Dock Attach Front Post Attach Adjustable Fixed Dock Kit 

Kit allows Extreme to be free 
floating.  Recommended two 
kits per unit. 

Kit allows Extreme to be 
mounted to Wave Armor 
dock.  Allows port to flex 
when boat drives on and off. 

Kit allows Extreme to be 
mounted to other floating 
docks.  Allows port to flex 
when boat drives on and off. 

Kit allows Extreme to be free 
floating.  Recommended to 
use one side post kit as well, 
or adjustable fixed dock kit. 

Attaches to fixed dock and clamps 
the top of pipes used with front 
post attachment kit.  Adding 
strength to the front mount pipe.  

Wave Armor pioneered the first drive-on floating  
Pontoon port! Designed to accommodate pontoons and 
tritoons up to 26 feet in length. Patent-pending design 
keeps your entire pontoon completely out of the water.  
 

• Heavy-duty, flared entrance with self-centering guides 
ensures a seamless transition from the water to rollers 
during loading.  

• Enjoy adaptability with an adjustable Bow Stop.  
• Bow-tie rollers, specially designed for the pontoon port, 

feature a robust center roller and two outer    rollers for 
cushioning, protection, and precise      alignment during 
loading and unloading.  

• Strategically positioned axle pocket heights prevent 
drag.  

• Crafted with an incredibly durable rotomolded shell, 
fully filled with marine-grade EPS foam, offering 
maintenance-free high-density polyethylene  

      construction. 
• Available Canopy system to keep your boat clean and 

dry when not in use. 
• 4,800 lb. capacity, with the ability to increase capacity 

by adding option buoyancy boosters. 

19¾”  Floating 
Dock Kit  $239   
 

25¾” Floating 
Dock Kit  $275   

Front Post Attachment Kit $195  

Available for 2” or 3” pipe 
Buoyancy Booster Kit  $230                       

2 per kit 

Front Mount to 
Wave Dock $195 

2 per kit 

2 per kit 

PRO Side  
Cleat $42   

Side Connection  
to Wave Dock   
$495  

Side Deck Extension 
48” long, 10” deep $295 

PRO Filler Cap $40 
4 pieces per kit 

For More Information visit WaveArmor.com 

Pontoon ProTect’R Canopy $8,000 

28’ long, 10’ wide, designed to 
work with the Wave Armor 
Pontoon Port.  Includes 4  
adjustable posts and Marine 
grade fabric with zippers.   



Floating Boat Docks for 18’ to 22’ long V Bottom Boats  

PRO-8 20’ (8’ Wide, 20’ Long, 4200 lb. capacity) $7000 
The Pro 8 Boat Port is engineered to be the most customizable docking system, supporting 
boats up to 4,200 lbs. Additional side extension decks allow you to expand the width for 
more walkaround room while increasing the capacity.  
Features an adjustable bow stop and optional Power Launch system. Ideal for jet boats and 
watercrafts with smaller engines.  
• Unmatched durability & long-lasting performance  
• Aesthetic flagstone finish designed to move water off the surface  
• Crafted from durable Rotomolded polyethylene  
• UV stabilizing components prevent fading, cracking, and chipping  
• Hassle-free assembly with attachment slots and H-Beam channels  
• Versatility to attach to Wave Armor docks or as a stand alone system. 
• Optional canopy system to keep your boat protected when not in use.  
• Keel rest roller that not only prevents keel dragging but also assists in effortless loading 

and unloading of your boat on the PRO-8 Boat Port. 

PRO 170 & PRO 220 Boat Ports for Fishing Boats and SeaDoo Switch 

The PRO-170 is designed for boats 16’ -18’ in length, (7’ wide, 17’ in length, 3200 lb. capacity)  $4000 
The PRO-220 is designed for boats 19’- 21’ in length, (7’ wide, 22’ in length, 4000 lb. capacity)  $5250 
 

The PRO-170 & PRO-220 boat ports are engineered to revolutionize your docking experience.  
The PRO-220 comes equipped with a keel rest roller that not only prevents keel dragging but also assists  
in effortless loading and unloading.  

Side Post Attachment 
Kit for PRO-8      $390  
                      2” Pipe 302345 
         3” Pipe 302346 
         4” Pipe 302347 

Front Mount to 
Wave Dock $195 
                    302196 

2 per kit 

19¾” Floating 
Dock Kit $239   
 

25¾” Floating 
Dock Kit $275  

Side Cleat $42  

PRO Filler 
Cap $40  

Side Connection  
to Wave Dock Kit  
$495   302603 

Effortless Docking: With an enhanced entrance design featuring a wider entrance body, you'll find it 
easier than ever to align your boat and glide onto the port smoothly.  
Versatile Adjustability: The adjustable bow stop with a cleat allows you to fine-tune your boat's  
position on the port, ensuring a secure fit every time. Plus, the adjustable wheels make it a breeze to  
accommodate various boat sizes.  
SeaDoo Switch® Compatibility: Our optional conversion kit is tailor-made for docking the SeaDoo 
Switch. The blue plates cradle the outside toons of the Switch, ensuring a perfect alignment on the port 
and keeping your valuable craft entirely out of the water.  

Options for PRO-170 & PRO-220 Boat Ports 
Post Attachment Kit for 
PRO 180/220  
   

  2” Pipe 302649 

  $275 
 

  3” Pipe 302650 

  $285 

Front Mount to 
Wave Dock $195 
                    302196 

2 per kit 

19¾” PRO to 
Floating Dock 
$239   
 

25¾” PRO to 
Floating Dock 
$275  

Boat Port Side 
Cleat  $42  

PRO-8 & Pontoon 
Side Connection  
to Wave Dock   
$495    
302603 

PRO Filler Cap 
4 pieces per kit 
$40  

Power Launch with  
Wireless Remote $1195 

ProTect’R Canopy System $7000  SeaDoo® Switch Conversion Kit $550  

For More Information visit WaveArmor.com 

Options for PRO-8 Boat Port 

Power Launch 
w/ Wireless  
Remote $1195 

ProTect’R Canopy System  
$7000  9’ wide, 22’ long  302699 

8’ wide, 22’ long     302700 

Converts PRO-180 & 
PRO-220 to accept the  
SeaDoo Switch 
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Universal Rack $485                 
Bolts to the side of stationary dock 
(wood or aluminum).  Store up to 
two kayaks, Water Pads, or Paddle 
boards.  Bungees hold kayaks on 
the rack.  Bolts to the side of dock 
to keep walking surface clear.   
*Mounting hardware not included.  

Wave Armor Universal Kayak Rack 

12 

Stainless Steel Cleat $15 

316 Stainless steel, 5¾” long. 

Aluminum Cleat $27 

10” Universal aluminum dock 
cleat from Wave Armor.   

24” Anchor Shock; Dock Shock (qty 1) $28 

Made in the USA 24” long, stretches to 40” (1 per kit) for easy mooring. 
Includes stainless carabiner, ½” marine grade anchor shock cord. 

5’ Bungee Dock Line $15.00 (2 per pack)  

5’ long, stretches up to 7’, (2 per kit) 

Heavy Duty Composite Auger $17.95 

Heavy Duty composite plastic auger, fits 2” O.D. pipe 
with either .080” or 1.25” wall thickness.  Impact    
resistant composite, far more resistant to breaking  
than cast aluminum.   

Dock Bumper Wheel $55  

12” round x 6.5” tall.  
Fits over 2” pipe.   Air 

filled for maximum 
protection for your 

boat.  Rolls easily and 
floats.  Makes docking 
a breeze by bumping 
and rolling you into 

the dock.   

Available in Black, White, or Blue 

Protect your boat with  post bumpers. Colored PVC plastic air 
filled. Ours won’t melt like foam bumpers or become brittle and 
crack like ordinary (non-air filled) bumpers. Bumpers have a 
bladder (like a football). The air inside cushions your boat from 
the dock, 3 year warranty.  

Colored Torpedo Dock Bumpers  $26.95 each 

High impact poly resin bumper. Fits over 2” pier pipe.        
Use these Heavy Duty (plastic) bumpers where boats 
may frequently come in contact with the dock. Hard 
plastic protects but won’t damage your boat or rub 
rail.  Lasts for years.   5 year warranty.   

Heavy Duty Dock Bumper 30”  $29.95 

PMI Universal Dock Products 

Heavy wall Aluminum Pier Pipe w/ cap 

Heavy wall Aluminum pier pipe is drilled for 
turn bars on the top and augers on the bottom.  
Also capped on the top end to protect your 
hands.  Available in 8’, 10’, 12’ & 16’ lengths. 
 

8’ long pipe   $55 
10’ long pipe $65 
12’ long pipe $75 
16’ long pipe $110 


